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1. Methodology

1.1. Connection between causality and our method

In our method, the non-causal factors are scenes and non-
discriminative object attributes, which lead to attention bias
and prototype bias in feature space. Our method is to elim-
inate the two biases by learning generalized invariance
features robust to the change of non-causal factors in
unseen domains. However, the training data is biased and
can’t cover a rich set of these non-causal factors. Thus the
GLT is proposed to reduce data bias. The causal attention
learning (attention debias) and causal prototype learning
(prototype debias) modules are designed to learn invari-
ance features from a rich data distribution with diverse non-
causal factors. Following the causal theory [1] , the prob-
abilistic invariance constraint Lexp of the predicted results
in Eq. (11) is an explicit constraint for causal learning and
the feature invariance constraints Latt and Limpin the rep-
resentation space are implicit ones.

1.2. Reasons of using Dice loss with binary signif-
icance maps instead of using MSE loss with
attention maps

The binary significance map provides a good representation
of the activated and inactivated regions. And the MSE loss
constrains the difference in attention values more. For this
task, it is sufficient that the activated regions are consis-
tency with dice loss though there are differences in the at-
tention values. I think the MSE loss on attention maps is a
hard constraint and the dice loss on the significance maps is
a soft constraint. Besides, we conduct experiments to ana-
lyze the impact of constraining the attention values with
MSE loss and the mAP on Night-Clear scene decreases by
1.03%.
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Methods Night-Clear Day-Foggy
Baseline 11.93 8.47

+GLT 7.25 5.18

Table 1. L1 distance to F3

Methods Bus Bike Car Motor Person Rider Truck
UFR w/o Lprot 5.16 5.90 5.10 4.86 5.88 6.34 4.95
UFR w/ Lprot 3.69 3.17 2.94 4.15 2.72 3.11 4.02

Table 2. L1 distance between pci and pcavg

2. Experiments
2.1. More Implementation Details

We use Detectron2 [5] on a 24GB GeForce RTX 3090Ti
to implement our method. During training, the temperature
τ in Limp is set to 0.2. Besides, the details of the local
transformation strategies are as follows:
• Gaussian Blurring: We blur the object using a random

selected square Gaussian kernel from the size of [23, 27,
29, 31, 33] with standard deviation of 0, as shown in Fig.
1(b).

• Color Jittering: We randomly change the brightness,
contrast, saturation and hue of an image by a random uni-
form offset, as demonstrated in Fig. 1(c).

• Random Erasing: We randomly select a rectangle region
in an object and erase its pixels with random values, as
shown in Fig. 1(d).

• Grayscale: We randomly apply grayscale on the object,
as shown in Fig. 1(e).

2.2. Further analysis of the effectiveness in data
debias, attention debias and prototype debias

For data debias, to validate the effectiveness of the GLT
module in bridging the domain gap with unseen target do-
mains, we compare the L1 distance of features F1, F2

generated by baseline and baseline+GLT respectively with



(a) original Objects
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Figure 1. Visualization examples of the local transformation strategies.

Figure 2. Visualization of the detection results and attention maps on the Dusk-Rainy scene without Latt.

feature F3 generated by model fine tuned in target domain
in Table 1. The results indicate that the F2 of baseline+GLT
is closer to F3, indicating that the GLT module is effective
in data debias.

For prototype debias, we sample target images and feed
into our UFR model with Lprot constraint and w/o Lprot

constraint respectively to produce the prototypes pci of cat-
egory c in five domains, and then compute the average pro-

totype across five domains for each category c :

pcavg =
1

5

5∑
i=1

pci , (1)

where i is the domain number and i = 1...5. Then we com-
pute the averaged L1 distance dc for each category between
prototype of each domain pci and the average prototype pcavg
to compare the concentration degree of prototypes w/ and



τ 0.07 0.2 0.3 1.0
mAP (%) 40.2 40.8 40.5 39.9

Table 3. Results of τ analysis

w/o Lprot following:

dc =
1

5

5∑
i=1

|pci − pcavg|. (2)

The results are shown in Table 2. The results demonstrate
that the model can generate more concentrated prototypes
of the same category in different domains with our designed
Lprot, indicating the prototype debias ability of our model.

The effectiveness of attention debias is reflected from
the experiment in paper (Fig. 8). We further demonstrate
the attention maps generated by our UFR without Latt in
Fig. 2 for comparison.

2.3. Hyperparameter analysis

We analyze the impact of temperature τ in Limp. The con-
trastive loss is widely used and we follow the common set-
ting to select τ from [0.07, 0.2, 0.3, 1.0]. We analyze the
impact of τ on Night-Clear scene and the results are demon-
strated in Table 3. The results show that when the value of
τ is small, it has a relatively slight effect on the results, and
when τ is increased to 1.0, the results show a significant de-
crease. We take the value of τ as 0.2 based on this analysis.

3. Discussion on the adoption of SAM[2] in
single-domain generalization tasks

In this task, we leverage the powerful segmentation capabil-
ities of SAM [2] to produce object masks of training data.
However, the use of SAM [2] may give rise to controversy
about whether it violates the single-domain generalization
setting. We think that it doesn’t violate the single domain
setting, for that we don’t reach other data or leverage the
SAM [2] for testing results. It is just a tool to obtain ob-
ject masks. The process can be realized with the help of
arbitrary segmentation models or even extracted manually.
However, we use a more accurate large model to realize
it. In addition, with the development of foundation mod-
els, there has been a trend of how to leverage them for effi-
ciency gains in various tasks. These models are also used in
other cross-domain works, such as the CLIP-Gap [4] in our
comparison experiments, which used a CLIP [3] model for
domain augmentation.
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